
• Crash resistant frame.

• Reversing aid parking guides.

• Heavy duty material.

• Effective sealing for a wide variety 
 of vehicles.

• Designed for fast easy installation.

Retractable 
dock shelter
model ARSR

The Armo heavy duty 
retractable dock shelter.
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Heavy duty retractable dock shelter
model ARSR

What type of seal?
Armo makes a complete range 
of seals and shelters and our 
engineers are always on hand to 
offer guidance on technical and 
commercial matters. Seals and 
shelters can be categorised into 3 
main product groups:

• Retractable dock shelters 
• Cushion seals 
 (See ARCS spec sheet)
• Inflatable seals 
 (See ARSI spec sheet)

Armo (UK)

01952 606133
www.armo.uk.com

Dock seals and shelters
The use of dock seals and shelters is now commonplace – they 
are used to protect goods and employees from the elements 
for example or to keep a temperature controlled facility at the 
correct temperature while the doors are open during the necessary 
loading and unloading operations. There is the added bonus of 
reducing energy costs by reducing the loss of expensive warm or 
cooled air.

Description
Armo’s model ARSR retractable dock shelter is the most commonly used 
because they cater for a mixed vehicle fleet with curtains that extend in from 
the sides and head allowing a vehicle to push through and keep the worst of 
the elements at bay. The curtains are designed to flex but maintain contact 
with the rear of the vehicle to maintain the “seal”. Usually retractable dock 
shelters are circa 3500 x 3500 x 600mm deep and are installed at warehouse 
floor level. A tolerance of approximately 400mm should be allowed above 
the tallest vehicle to ensure a long life for the head curtain. Special sizes are 
available to suit level entry doors or special size vehicles.

The retractable frame is made from galvanised steel to make sure it lasts 
the course when exposed to the elements. And just in case the shelter 
gets accidentally hit the arms are designed to retract out of harm’s way by 
moving back and up.

Retractable dock shelters are commonly used on ambient unheated or part 
heated warehouses where weathering of the opening and protection of the 
goods are the main criteria.

Armo have been manufacturing high quality loading bay and 
lifting table solutions since 1972, for further technical or pricing 
information please contact our head office:

Unit 300, Queensway Business Park,
Hadley Park West, Telford, Shropshire. TF1 7UL
Fax: 01952 608133
Please note that the author reserves the right to make modifications to this information without prior notice


